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QSE Intermediate Quick Smart Test 13

1 Vocabulary

A Underline the odd one out.
1 bear elephant wolf duck
2 bullring hot springs glacier volcano
3 hunt infringe stalk shoot
4 caviar fish bread salmon roe
5 custom celebration festival trophy

B Choose an alternative for the word or phrase
underlined.
1 The right to carry guns is established in the US

Bill of Rights.
2 This is a very beautiful untamed part of the

country.
3 After the bears wake up, they start to

wander around the forest.
4 Many people condemn hunting and think it is cruel.
5 We need to make sure there are enough fish in

the sea for people in the future.

1 Vocabulary: score …… out of 10

2 Language

A Rewrite the sentences in reported speech.
1 “I would never go hunting, I think it’s cruel,”

said John. …………
2 “The best time to see the bears is early in the

morning,” the guide told us.…………
3 “Why do people want to hunt wild animals?” she

asked. …………
4 “Do you want to come on the trip with us?”

asked Tom. …………
5 “I want to go to Alaska and see the hot springs,”

said Ella. …………
B Rewrite the sentences in direct speech.

1 The guide told us the weather was perfect. ………
2 She said that seals were hunted for their fur.

…………
3 Chris said he wanted to go back to the

mountains. …………
4 The hunters asked if we wanted to go with them

on the trip. …………
5 I asked why she agreed with a sport that was so

cruel. …………

C Rewrite the questions in reported speech.

1 ‘Why do so many Americans carry guns?’ the child
asked. …………………………………………………. .

2 ‘Has the salmon fishing season started?’ the
tourist wanted to know. ………………………………. .

3 ‘Did you catch any fish, Mike?’ Jacky asked.
……………………………………………………. .

4 The man said, ‘Where will the hunt take place?’
………………………………………………………. .

5 ‘When are you going to the festival?’ I asked my
sister. ……………………………………..

6 The reporter asked, ‘Can anyone explain the
shootings?’ ……………………………………………..

2 Grammar: score …… out of 10

3 Functions

A Choose a phrase from Language Bank 22 to fill
the gaps.
1 A: Hunting isn't just a sporting pastime, you know.
B: ……………. villagers don't just hunt for pleasure.

2 A: Kamchatka has a very low population density.
B: ……………………, not many people live there.

3 A: The hunter put all our lives in danger.
B: ……………. he behaved recklessly.

4 A: Tourism is almost non-existent.
B: …………….. very few tourists visit the area.

B Write answers to the questions.
Q Do you agree with hunting?
1 …………

Q What about hunting for sport?
2 …………

Q Would you go fishing?
3 …………

Q What national customs in your country do you like?
4 …………

Q Are there any traditions you don’t like?
5 …………

3 Functions: score …… out of 10

Quick Smart Test 13:
My total score is …… out of 30

Name Class Date
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